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To OUR
READERS
Welcome back.
This is the first issue of
the semester. The Spartan
Daily will resume
publication on Aug. 29.

Students voice parking concerns
By Minal Gandhi
SENI012 STAFF WRITER
There’s usually a flurry of anxiety,
excitement and energy that accompanies the first days of classes.
Students step onto campus to meet
and greet friends, both new and old.
Fraternities and sororities line up in
liont of the Student Union in hopes of
iecruiting new students during the Fall
Rush.
And faculty members run to and
ro, from class to office, while organ/mg themselves and their schedules.
But the start of a new semester signals a common worry in the minds of
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semester parking permit since starting
at SJStJ, Can() said she doesn’t park in
the garages until after about two or
three months into the semester due to
the high volume of cars.
Starting today, however. Cano said
she doesn’t have to worry too much
about getting cited with parking violations because she plans to park in front
of her friend’s house, which is virtually "next door" to campus.
But attending SJSU for the past
three years has given Cano enough
experience to prepare for the parking
situation and a leg up compared to
freshmen and transfer students.
’Tony Garrison, a transfer student

from Evergreen Valley College who is
majoring in mechanical engineering.
said he is not aware that SJSU has a
parking problem.
He’s not too worried, though,
because Garrison said he plans to take
the light rail to campus instead of driving.
"There’s no traffic," he said.
-That’s one of the reasons I take light
rail. It worLs out well: It takes about
15 minutes on light rail and then five
minutes to walk to campus from the
station."
Evergreen doesn’t have much of a
parking problem, according to
Garrison, who drove to school while

he attended the college.
But for now, he says he is satisfied
with using Santa Clara County’s public transportation as a means to get to
SJSU.
"It seems easy, dependable, you
don’t have to deal with traffic, and its
free," Garrison said. -That’s always
good."
Although the university offers free
public transportation to SJSU students
Valley
the $25 fee for the
Transportation Agency (VTA) Transit
Access Program is included in semester tuition many of them continue
to commute on their own.
see

PARKING, Page 6

Campus dorms come to life Energy

OPINION
Don Perez returns as

almost es cry peis,m at San Jose State
University: parking.
With 19 campus parking lots, three
garages and the Park & Ride Lot,
located at the South Campus, SJSU
offers a total of 7.846 parking spaces,
according to the traffic and parking
operations Web-site.
Nevertheless, for roughly 27.000
students who attend college here, the
hassle of parking is high on their list
of annoyances.
-I think it’s very congested, and
I’ve had numerous parking tickets."
said Serena Cano, a junior majoring in
biology.
Although she has purchased an $81

crisis
affects
wages

By Colin Atagi
DAII Y S FAD’ WRITER
New and returning students swarmed the area
surrounding the dorms as they moved their
belongings into their new homes for the next
semester last week during move-in day.
Approximately 2000 students are living on
campus this year. About 580 of those students
are either freshmen or new to the campus.
Move-in day for freshmen students started
last Sunday so they could attend freshmen orientation.
The returning students began moving in last
Thursday and continued through Sunday.
-The main purpose of what we do is housing
students, giving them an environment where
they can study and learn and develop and things
like that," said Diana Tran, Interim Community
Relations Coordinator for Student Housing. "It’s
really exciting because (Thursday) is like the big
moving day. Old students come back, and there
are reasons to be here."
The sidewalks were filled with students with
their furniture waiting to enter their rooms.
Lines to use the elevators in Joe West Hall
stretched out the doors and the streets were filled
with parents dropping off their sons and daughters.
Help desks were placed outside Joe West Hall
to help new residents who had questions.
President
of
Joe
Anderson,
Vice
Administration for Inter Residence Hall
Association, was running the help desk.
He said that aside from people asking for the
location of areas on campus, things moved
smoothly.
Many students were optimistic about move-in
day.
Several students said they were happy with
the way things were conducted and excited over
the coming semester.
"It was an easy move in for me because I
came in the evening when there weren’t too
many people moving in," said Freshmen Traci
Newell. "I’m excited to be on my own and to
just learn. And this campus is the perfect size."
Returning students have experienced move in day before, and some of them believe this
year was an easier and more convenient process.
To help, some members of SJSU fraternities
and sororities volunteered to help students with
their luggage and give information about campus life and procedures.
The group, known as Greek Life on
Campus. was asked to volunteer by the residence halls.
They wore bright yellow shirts that had the
names of their fraternities and sororities listed
on the back.
"It’s cool that they have volunteers this year
because the volunteers have been helping
people move their stuff up to the third and second floor," said Angela Basile, who has lived on
campus for the last two years.
"I’m just looking forward to getting all my

By Ben Aguirre Jr.
DAILY MANAGENC EDITOR

JaShong KingDailv Staff
Handtrucks, carts and sheer manual labor help students move their personal
belongings into their new living quarters at Joe West Hall.

see DORMS, Page 3
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Orientation gives insight
into life at San Jose State
IIN

lien Aguirre .1 r,

Nearly 700 people packed San
Jose State University’s Morris
Dailey Auditorium last Wednesday
to get a sneak peak into the world of
college as members of the New
Student Organization hosted freshman orientation.
Incoming freshman and their
parents were treated to inspirational
speeches, a tour of the campus.
skits, a resource fair and a chance to
meet with academic advisers.
Eric Velasquez, a New Student
Orientation Program Assistant, said
attendance was not mandatory, but
Wednesday’s turnout was about
average.
He said the students are better
off if they go through the one -day
program because they are able to

San Jose
State University
President Robert Caret told hundreds
of staff and faculty members last
Thursday that he’d like to increase
their salary but to do so. he would
have to cut back on the energy budget.
"I am willing
to
increase
salaries." Caret
said. "But the
energy bill has
hurt the chances
to
increase
wages."
Caret’s
speech was part
Caret
of his seventh
annual
Fall
Welcoming Address.
He said the energy bill has
increased in each of the last two years
and this year it will rise again.
During the 1999-2000 academic
year, SJSU spent about $4 million on
energy and in 2000-2001 the energy
bill shot up to about $7 million. In the
upcoming year. SJSU is on pace to
spend $9 million.
-The money is coming in," Caret
said of the increased budget. "But it is
going out faster."
Caret did not solely concentrate on
salary and the energy bill. He also
spoke on a wide variety of topics
including enrollment numbers, his
six -year presidential evaluation and
his vision of where he would like to
see the university in the fume.
According to Caret, last year’s
enrollment numbers were down 4 percent. a total of 800 students, but this
year the numbers have rebounded.
The decrease in students last year
may be attributed to the 25 percent of
juniors that did not return to school
because they decided to get a job in
Silicon Valley. he said. But now that
the economy is down, those students
are returning to school.
Fie said he is concerned about the

better acquaint iliemselces
ith
campus life.
Attendees paid $10 to partake in
the orientation that included breakfast and lunch.
Members of the orientation program performed skits that were
aimed to show what type of things
new students may deal with.
One of the skits depicted a freshman who was dealing with a parent
who was afraid to leave her child
alone for the first time.
Other skits included topics such
as diversity and peer pressure.
The diversity sketch showed two
college students who were attracted
to each other and were from different racial backgrounds, while peer
pressure was portrayed by one student telling the other that she didn’t
have to drink if she didn’t want to

see

CAMPUS. Page 6

WAGES, Page 6

Library
gets its
skeleton
II

Michelle .1css

I DSILY EXECO FM I
Something is different at San Jose
State University this semester.
It’s not the new furniture in the
Student Union.
It’s not Jamba Juice’s express window.
And is not the incoming freshmen.
The difference is the silence.
The pounding that echoed across
SJSU from the future Dr. Martin
I.uther King Jr. Joint Library last
semester has stopped.
Students in Hugh Gillis Hall and
the Science Building won’t have to
strain to hear their professor’s lecture
above the din.

aShang ?king Path Staff
Construction moves ahead on the Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Joint
Library as the steel frame is constructed. The library is slated for
completion in Fall 2003.
Enrique Bibei said he had a class
next to the construction site last
semester.

"It wa.s just way too loud: the sen

see LIBRARY. Page 3
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- Editorial
Would you like
news with that?
Welcome to a new semester. Welcome
to not being able to find a parking
spot if your life depended on it.
Welcome to the land of endless construction.
Welcome to San Jose State University.
But don’t despair
there are still classes to attend and books to buy.
That’s why we’re here.
To let you know what’s going on around
the campus.
To hint that there is a cheaper way to buy
books.
To tell you when the football team wins
... or loses.
To inform you about the workings of the
student government.
The Spartan Daily has been here since
1934.
The responsibility of publishing daily for
67 years is ours to uphold.
But the paper isn’t ours it’s yours.
The paper is published for you.
Not for us.
But we can’t do our job unless we get
feedback from our readers.
Let us know what is on your mind
through letters to the editor.
Come to the newsroom to talk to us.
And if someone asks you a question about
a story, mention what you’re thinking.
We want to know.
So if there is something you don’t like tell us.
If there is something you like tell us
If we’re doing a horrible job tell us.
If we’re the best paper you’ve ever seen
tell us.
This is a newspaper, a place of free-flowing ideas, just like a university.
So let us know what’s going on.
Write to us. Call us. Talk to us. E-mail us.
Fax us.
It’s our job to serve you.

Fearing signs of Father Time fast -approaching
wenty-five years. A quarter of a
century. A score and five years.
And Fm getting older.
OK, so 25 doesn’t sound like 50, 65,
75 or whatever age is thought to be
*old."
But it’s the oldest I’ve lived to be,
and nothing is stopping Father Time,
so I have a right to freak out a bit.
Some events happened this summer
that showed I’m no longer as spry (editor’s note: who the hell is he kidding,
he barely moves from his chair) as I
once was, such as plucking a gray hair
out of my scalp and discovering another definition of the word "regularity,"
as well as the product Metamucil.
Metamucil sucks, but if you have to,
drink the orange-flavored one.
And I was just getting over the
shock of people just a few years
younger than me, not knowing what
Atari was like. Damn Nintendo generation. They don’t know what they
missed back in the day.
Now you probably think, "he’s going
to talk about how much closer he’s getting to death and this column is going
to get darker than a Ingmar Bergman
film." No, I’m not and this column isn’t.
I have no problem with dying.
Death is a given. Death is going to
happen to everyone, and hell, with old
age being all about rest homes, Social
Security, HMOs and people asking

they were all born, and it was a while
since I saw this kid.
"So how’s junior high?"
"I’m starting the 12th grade."
"Time flies. I remember when you
were this tall!" (Great, here’s the real
pain, I’m now one of those relatives
you meet only twice in your life who
says "I remember when you were this
tall!" and uses his or her hand to show
the height. How pathetic.)
Another kicker was she learned
what they’re going to get from your
estate, it probably won’t be that bad to what an enema was that day, thanks to
my father explaining a colonies article
get away from it all forever.
Death doesn’t bother me. It’s the liv- in one of those magazines that are
ing that bothers me. Not when Pm marketed for old people, er, senior citispending more time with my liver zens.
I think I learned about enemas
spots than at night spots, but in the
when I was 8 and didn’t understand a
present.
Let’s get back to my age. Right now, joke about how to brainwash a certain
I should be in the age where I’m party- group of Europeans.
She was horrified, nonetheless, not
ing. Drinking. I should be living it up,
at the tacky joke I recalled, but at her
with someone at my side.
possible future of being old and not
I’m doing none of that.
Checked out the memory card on being able to uh, go.
Jeez, enemas are pretty horrifying
my PlayStation yesterday. It said I
spent 110 hours trying to beat Final to begin with.
Well, if I’m being horrified by the
spend
Fantasy WI in 1998. I usually
18 hours a day awake. Therefore, I fact that I let childhood go by, spending
spent about six days of conscious living hours reading instead of playing on
on a video game. OK, there are 365 the playground, spending more time
days in a year, but those are going by with computers than with the family
or friends, do I let my 208 go by too
very quickly.
Case in point. Saw my first niece a without a hoot and a holler?
Does this mean I qualify for a mid few weeks back. I’ve lost track when

Letters
Marijuana is good:
Legalization a must
is in response to the editorial by
This
Ben Aguirre Jr. on April 27, 2001,
"Legalizing weed goes against war on
drugs."
I disagree with Aguirre saying that marijuana should stay illegal. I feel that there
are so many people in the United States
using it, that it should be legal. It’s illegal
right now, and many people are using it anyways. So why not make it legal.
I have plenty of family members that
have admitted to using marijuana back in
the day, even one who admits he still does.
So what? And who cares if the Governor in
New Mexico smoked. Didn’t our past president, Bill Clinton admit to taking a hit?
Aguirre says that the "Drug enforcement
Agents shut down farms to protect those
who can be harmed" by marijuana. Then
why isn’t anyone doing anything to stop the
distribution of nicotine? It’s just as bad as
marijuana if not worse.
All I’m saying, the more you tell people
not to smoke marijuana, the more they’re
going to do it.
Nisa Sampior
Kinesiology/Sport Management
and much more, 1130 a.m. to 2 p.m. at

Today

Quirke’s Meadow Barbecue pit, between
Joe West and Alan halls. If you are interested in going to lame’, visit

SJSU Symphony Orchestra
Openings and auditions for all
etringe and home, 4 p.m. to 7 pm. in the
Music building, Room 163. For more
information, call Janet Averett at 9244668

www israel.hillel.org For more information, call Gideon at 286-6669, ext. 13.

Wednesday

director, at 924-4578

Tuesday

SJSU Symphony Orchestra
strings and horns, 4 p.m. to 7 p.m. in the

p.m at the Student Union Amphitheater. For more information, call Michelle
Robles, promotions director, 924-4578.

4668.

Zero Radio
90.15 FM Ground
IS5.18 recruitment If you are interested in joining a real FM station, log on to
www.ksjeorg, or link for the KSJS staff,

SJSU Cboraliera
World-famous SJSU Choraliers will
audition new singers, 130 pm. in the

10 a.m. to 2 pm through Thursday in
front of the Art building For more information. call Michelle Robles, promotions,

Music building, room 150 For more
information, call Cassandra at 924-4333
or come to room 201 11,r 41.1dition pocket.

Openings and audition,’ for all
Music building, Room 163. For more
information, call Janet Averett at 924-

Weekly meeting at 6 p m in the Chicano Resource Center in Modular A. For
more information call, Adriana at 6656785

Thursday
Jewinh Student Union
(Hillel of Silicon Valley)
Come jilin us for our "Party in the
Pit; acme will be barbecuing hot dogs

Icouldn’t sleep last Thursday.
Repeatedly tossing over in my bed
and sprawling out in desperate
attempts to find a comfortable position,
I was the definition of restlessness.
Unfortunately, at close to 3 a.m. on Friday, sleep caught up to me.
And yes, I do mean unfortunately
because Chandra Levy invaded my
dreams.
The Washington D.C. intern, who
was last seen on April 30, has been on
my mind frequently. And this summer,
the fact of her disappearance has sent
not to
ripples of unease through me
mention concern for numerous friends
of mine, who were sprinkled across the
country for their internships.
Sure, we’re journalists, not politicians.
But occasionally, our duty, even as
interrisrozells for us. to traverse the
political spectrum. And, pardon me, but
there’s been a substantial amount of
eyebrow-raising activity in the history
of politics.
One word: Monica.
But back to my dream: I remember
playing a game of word association.
And it turned out that my unworthy
opponent was U.S. Representative
Gary Condit.
It was amusing, actually, because
our audience consisted of one person: a
very happy Chandra Levy.
When Condit said, "Internship." I
said, "Scandal." When he said, "Politics."
I retorted with, "Shady" And when he
thought I couldn’t possibly condemn
him when he challenged me with a simple "Dog," I smirked and said, "You."
But the game ended quickly, because
when I said, "Affair," Condit unraveled
and said, "Well, Mina), I’ve been married
for 34 years, and I’ve not been a perfect
man. I’ve made my share of mistakes.
But out of respect for my family, and out
of a specific request from the Levy family, I think it’s best that I not get into
those details about Chandra Levy"
Whoa man, take it easy. All I said
was "affair."
I’m a little distraught, to say the
least, about Condit’s recent and muchawaited television interview with Connie Chung.
I was furious to find that instead of
informing, it raped me of an hour of
sleep. Forgive me for making assumptions, but I thought such high-profile
interviews are supposed to shed light
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on a particular issue.
On the contrary, Chung’s interview
revealed nothing that I hadn’t already
discovered by previously watching the
news and reading the paper.
The one thing it did expose, however, was a dark, tumultuous cloud of
guilt and secrecy that hovered over
Condit’s head.
I understand every person’s need for
prirney. I tend-to ’be a private person
myself.
But, then again, I’m only a college
student counting down the days until I
finally graduate.
America couldn’t care less for me.
After all, I’m not a movie star. Fm not
a CEO of some high-tech company. Pm
not in a position to lead this country.
Yes, it is reasonable that these individuals expect the public to respect
their privacy. Unfortunately, it is
unreasonable for them to think this
respect will equal that of an ordinary
citizen, especially when their careers
are built on the concept of serving that
citizen. The public may not always
need details from such leaders, but it
certainly needs answers from them.
Condit seemed to have forgotten
that tidbit when Chung asked if he had
a sexual relationship with Levy, for she
didn’t ask him to disclose details; she
merely asked him to answer the question for the record.
And more importantly, he’s no
longer known as the politician who had
a relationship with an intern. He’s
known as the politician who had a relationship with an intern who is now
missing.
Condit, along with all public figures
shouldn’t just think they will be scrutinized. They should know it. Accept it.
Embrace it.

or
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"If you think you’re too small to have an impact,
try going to bed with a mosquito in the room."
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Politicians: accept your
place in the public eye

"HOW IS IT YOU PIPN’T INCLUDE &MOSE
PEOPLE IN PETRI DISHES ANP RESEARCH
REFRI6ERATORS?"

SJDa-rta-,

life crisis, even though I’m five years
shy of "thirtysomething," which I
believed was billions of years away
when I was 10 and also thought was a
lame show on ABC?
. Does this mean I’m wasting my
time typing this drivel up as I speed
toward a future of debt and enemas,
leaving behind the good times of eat,
drink and being merry on a Saturday
night?
Not really. Like Robin Williams’
gleefully disembodied King of the
Moon in "The Adventures of Baron
Munchausen," I have no time for
orgasms and flatulence. I figure if I’m
going to raise hell, I can wait because
I’m going there anyway. At least I’ll be
with all my friends.
And hey, I’m 25. Not 27, the average
age of college students.
On a lighter note, someone recently
told me my name sounded like a fine
wine.
Well, I just hope I haven’t turned to
vinegar just yet.
And taste better than Ripple.
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DORMS: Students haul their

belongings in to dorm rooms
and adjust to living with
one, two or more roommates
continued from Page 1
stuff moved in and unpacked."
Kristina Leano is also a returning student,
who is happy to be back on campus.
"I like how the campus isn’t too big," she
said. "It’s pretty much only 10 minutes max
to class (from the dorm)"
Ernie Leano, Kristina’s father, is happy
that his daughter is living on her own and
experiencing new things.
He added that moving was easier this year
as compared to last since they knew what to
expect and what was needed.
To make things more comfortable for the
residents, new furniture was added to the
dorms and the walls were repainted in some
areas.
With an influx of students living in the
dorms, putting three people in a room has
become necessary.

Hie campus first experimented with triple
dorms two years ago.
An increase from 150 triples from last
year to approximately 178, including Spartan
Village, is expected.
While it may be believed that students
may be cramped sharing a room with two
people instead of just one, some students prefer the lack of space in order to save costs.
"I think i! will be a new experience," said
Jeff Olevson, who is living in a triple. "I think
with two separate people it will be different
with getting involved and sharing the room."
Beverly Amuchie, who is also a freshmen
living in a triple, said "It’s a little different
because you have to get to know people
more and it’s harder to choose whose going
to be your friend. You get a different idea of
what other people are like and the cultural
diversity; everybody in my room is from a
different background."

JaShong King/Daily Staff

Jennifer vendettuoli arranges mattresses in her Joe West Hall dorm room with the aid of her father Charles. Returning
students started moving back into the Residence Halls Thursday.

LIBRARY: Construction on the joint library continues and is scheduled to open its doors in the fall semester of 2003
continued from Page I
ior said. "We were right next to it, it
was hard to pay attention. It was so
bad the class moved across campus."
Dan Johnson, director of Facilities
Operations and Development, said the
noisiest part of the project was driving
the 12- and 14- foot pilings into the
ground.
What students, faculty and staff
members will hear this semester is
what Johnson calls mechanical noise.
"You’ll hear a crane moving the
steel beams, welding the beams
together and trucks going in and out of
the area," he said. "I don’t think it’ll
be a problem."
If students wanted to see the
library’s progress last semester, they
had to peep through the plastic holes
in the fence.
That won’t be necessary this fall.
The steel frame can already be seen
above the mural-covered fence surrounding the site at the corner of
Fourth and San Fernando streets.

Johnson said the building is about
30 percent completed and is on schedule for completion for the Fall 2003
semester.
"I went down the other day to see
it. and I was impressed," Johnson said.
"We’ll finish on time. Everyone wants
this building to work - the university,
the city and the people - because it’s a
joint project. Now it’s just a matter of
people doing what people do."
After the frame is complete, the
precast or walls will be added, he said.
The precast is four to six inches of
solid concrete.
"It’s the skin of the building," he
said. "The design and detail are on
these molds that the concrete is
poured into."
After coming out of the mold the
sections of walls are transferred from
the factory to the university by trucks
and attached to the frame individually.
"It makes for long-term, solid
buildings," Johnson said. "I was very
pleased with the detail."
Patricia Breivik, dean of the

library, said the project’s progression
is wonderful.
"When the eight-story steel frame
is up in December, we’ll have our
’topping off party,’ " she said.
The celebration will include students, faculty and staff signing their
names on the steel beam before it’s
welded into place, Breivik said.
"This is a library for life-long
learning," she said. "The freshmen
coming in this semester will be the
first students able to use this library
before graduating. It’s a library for the
community - starting with the very
young and going to the very old."
"We want to start with the kids and
get them so they’re comfortable with
the library," Breivik said. "They’ll use
it for life and be comfortable with the
university. Hopefully they’ll want to
come back for school.
"Eric Roslosnik is one of those
freshmen.
"I think (the library) is really neat,"
the meteorology major said. "It’s good
for me, but sucks for the older (stu-

JOIN THE SPARTAN
MARCHING BAND!!

dents)."
To better serve the students and
community, the more than 475,000
square foot joint library intends to
pool the systems that work from the
university library and the main public
library. Breivik said.
The ground floor will have two
entrances, one facing Tower Hall and
the other from San Fernando Street.
The children’s area, information
desk and center for literacy are slated
to be held on this floor. Escalators will
run from the ground to the fourth
floor. Elevators will take visitors from
the bottom floor to the eighth.
The reason for this, Breivik said, is
because most non-university library
visitors won’t have much reason to go
above the fourth floor.
The ground floor boasts a cafØ,
computer lab for instruction and a
bookstore along with other library features.
The second floor will house the
Adaptive Technology Center for people with disabilities, three computer

have the bound magazines and journals, audio books as well as personnel.
-The walkway on the main level
will connect the two entrances,"
Breivik said. -The open walkway is
really symbolic of this university and
its openness to the community and city
around it. The next step for the project, a collaboration between SJSU and the city,
is acquiring $16.5 million in private
donations before the completion date
in 2003.
One million dollars from the David
and Lucile Packard Foundztion is the
first donation in the books.
A committee headed by John P.
Morgridge, co-chairman of Cisco
Systems Inc. is undertaking the
fundraising effort.
Other committee members include
former San Jose Mayor Susan Hammer,
SJSU alumnus and 1984 Olympics
organizer Peter Ueberroth, and two
California State Univeristy board
trustees, R. William Hauck and Dee
Dee Myers.

labs, a reference area and several lecture rooms.
The third floor is slated to have
what the public library calls popular
books, a teen center and the Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. Collection, while the
fourth floor will contain magazines,
journals and newspapers.
From there, the elevator or stairs
will be necessary to get to higher
ground.
Level five of the joint library is
scheduled to house the university’s special collections including the Beethoven,
Steinbeck and Multicultural centers, the
California History Room, music and
compact discs and a rooftop terrace.
The university’s research collections are slated for the sixth, seventh
and eighth floors.
But the eighth floor also holds the
Grand Reading Room.
"It’s reminiscent of reading rooms
of universities like Yale," Breivik said.
"But ours will be new and modem. It’s
very exciting."
The basement, or lower level, will
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Investigators probe crash site that killed R&B star, 8 others
MARSH HARBOUR, Bahamas (AP)
Investigators waded through smoldering
Bahamian swampland on Sunday, carting
off sand-covered luggage and hunting for
an explanation for the plane crash that
killed young R&B star Aaliyah and eight
others.
The Cessna carrying Aaliyah and her
party plummeted to earth in perfect
weather Saturday afternoon soon after
takeoff for Florida. A day later, investigators were still looking for answers as to

what
caused
the
crash.
Police
Superintendent Basil Rahming said only
that one of the Cessna’s engines "apparently failed."
Aaliyah, who at age 22 already had two
Grammy nominations, a platinum album
and several high -profile acting credits
under her belt, was killed instantly. Five
others on board also died at the scene,
while three more died later of their
injuries, Rahming said.
Aaliyah and the others in her party had

come to the Bahamas to shoot a music
video, authorities said. Their plane was
bound for Opa-locka, Fla., when it went
down on Abaco Island, roughly 200 feet
from the end of the runway at Marsh
Harbour airport.
On Sunday, the Cessna’s nose section
was lying about 20 yards from the rest of
the battered fuselage, and luggage and
pieces of the plane were scattered about,
covered in sand.
Police identified the other passengers

killed as Scott Gallin, 41; Keith Wallace,
49, of Los Angeles; Douglas Kratz, 28, a
representative for Virgin Records, and
makeup artist Eric Foreman, 29, both of
Hollywood, Calif.; Gina Smith, 29, also of
Hollywood; Anthony Dodd, 34, of Los
Angeles; and Christopher Maldonado, 32,
of New Jersey. The plane’s pilot, identified
only as L. Maradel, also died.
Police were relying on handwritten
cards filled out before the flight and were
not sure about the spellings of the victims’

names and did not have everyone’s home
towns, said Assistant Superintendent
Leland Russell.
A team of investigators from the U.S.
National Transportation Safety Board and
the Federal Aviation Administration will
join the investigation today, said NTSB
spokesman Ted Lopatkiewicz.
The bodies were taken to the morgue at
Princess Margaret Hospital in Nassau,
where they were to be kept for relatives to
help identify them

Aaliyah, success at 15, dead at 22

LOWEST TEXTBOOK PRICES

Singer’s debut album sold more than a million copies

GUARANTEED!

NEW YORK (AP) From the
moment the 15-year-old Aaliyah
burst onto the scene in 1994 an
R&B singer whose sultry voice,
striking good looks and sexy attitude belied her young age it
seemed as if everything she
touched became a success.
Her debut album sold more than
1 million copies, she was nominated for a Grammy twice and even
her foray into the movies yielded a
surprise hit.
"I was trained since I was a little
girl to be able to do it all," the 22year-old artist said in a recent
interview with The Associated
Press.
Her career had barely begun to
peak when she was killed in a
plane crash in the Bahamas on
Saturday.
"She was like one of my daughters. She was one of the sweetest
girls in the world," said Grammywinning producer, arranger and
composer Quincy Jones. "She vacationed with me and my family
together in Fiji. I loved her and
respected her, and I am absolutely
devastated."
She is survived by her mother,
father and brother.
Aaliyah (pronounced Ah-LEEyah) Haughton was born in
Brooklyn on Jan. 16,1979, and was
raised in Detroit.
She attended the Detroit High
School of Fine and Performing
Arts, whose principal, Denise
Davis-Cotton, traveled to New
York on Sunday to mourn with
Aaliyah’s family.
"She was just a nice young lady,"
Detroit Public Schools spokesman
Stan Childress said. "She was a
straight-A student and an outstanding citizen."
Aaliyah’s career appeared to be
predestined: Her mother, Diane,
was a singer, and her uncle, Barry
Hankerson, was an entertainment
manager who was once married to
Gladys Knight. By age 6, she was
already on stage, appearing in a
production of the musical "Annie."
"That’s when I said, I’ve got to do
this forever," Aaliyah said.
By the time she was 11, she was
polished enough to earn an invitation from Knight herself to perform with her in Las Vegas.
But the singer who would have
the greatest impact on her career
was R&B superstar R. Kelly, best
known for hits such as "I Believe I
Can Fly," and for writing and producing for performers such as
Michael Jackson.
Kelly produced Aaliyah’s debut
album, "Age Ain’t Nothing But A
Number," which spawned hit singles like "Back & Forth" and "At
Your Best (You Are Love)."
Her midriff-baring clothes and
her suggestive lyrics (the album’s
title track spoke of going "all the
way" with an older man) raised
some eyebrows.
She didn’t understand the fuss.
"I didn’t feel I was too mature,"
the singer said. "I felt for my age, I
was just right," she said. "Yeah, it
was a bit sexy, but that was just
me, and I’m not going to deny
SuannivleorsseityState *Free
Repeat
S./SU’
Policy

usivtgeNititatatoN

being a little bit sexy. I think it’s a
wonderful thing."
Her artistic pairing with Kelly
allegedly turned romantic when
the singer was just a teen; documents showed that the pair got
married, but it was apparently
without her parent’s consent and
was later annulled. The pair severed their artistic ties and refused
to comment about their relationship.

Aaliyah’s next disc, "One in a
Million," did even better as she
began a partner:Flip with producer/rappers Missy "Misdemeanor"
Elliott and Timbaland. Among the
hits off of that album included the
title track and "If Your Girl Only
Knew."
Her latest record, the self-titled
"Aaliyah," debuted at No. 2 on
Billboard’s Top 200 albums chart
when it was released last month.
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Transportation Solutions Program
avoid driving around aimlessly
(TSP)
to find a parking spot!
*amils 010
Bicycle ---NAmmy
Enclosures
5 locations throughout campus
guaranteed parking space
added security for your bike
exercise by biking to campus
register now at TSP inside the
Associated Students Business Office
in the Student Union

Associated Students

te*
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San Jose State
UNIVERSITY
Traffic and Parking Operations

Transit Access
Program
FREE for all Students
access to bus and light rail 365 days a year
with validated tower card ID
service for faculty and staff S25/6 months
FREE- ADA paratransit service

SJSU
Carpool
share driving
make new friends
preferred parking at 7th street garage
carpool match with SJSU students, faculty, and staff

call TSP at 408.924.111DE

r visit

email: tsp@as.sjsu.edu
website: http://as.sjsu.edu/tsp
Student Union Main Level A.S. Business Office 8:30-4:30

Traffic and Parking Operations
Park and Ride Lot
located at
South 7th &
Humboldt Street
(8 blocks south
of campus)

FREE Parking from Aug. 27 -Sept. 7
FREE Shuttle service from
Park & Ride Lot to campus
Beginning Sept. 10th parking is $1 per day
Purchase a Park and Ride Lot Permit
online at www.thepermitstore.com
for further info call TPO at 408.924.6556 or
visit our webpage linked to www.sjsu.edu

Why drive in circles when you can Park and Ride?
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Left, members of the
San
Jose
State
University
Spirit
Squad perform during a
freshmen orientation lunchon. About 700 incoming students came out
Wednesday to take part
in a tour of the campus
and to watch skits.

CAMPUS:
Students are treated to speeches,
skits and a tour of
the campus to help
them get a better
feel of SJSU
continued

Bottom,
Kimberly
Sylvester, left, Arlene
Diwa,
and
Kris
Huffman perform a
skit about a mother’s
reaction to moving her
child to college at a new
student orientation.
Several hundred incoming students toured the
campus Wednesday.

from Page 1

because other students understood.
Baleace Allen, a mother who
traveled from Southern California
to bring her son to the orientation.
said the skits helped put her at ease
because she got to see some of the
peer pressure problems and how
other students help others deal with
them.
Reno Morella, an undeclared
freshman, thought some of the skits
were a little unnecessary, but said he
enjoyed the speech "Becoming a
master student."
The speech was aimed to teach
students how to deal with their
class schedules and time management, but to Morella there was a
deeper meaning, noting that it
helped him with life issues.
In particular was a portion of the
speech that referred to a spiral of
negativity, a diagram which says
that if a person starts lying to themselves, eventually they will talk
themselves into it and they are then
doomed for failure.
Matt donneII,
a freshman
majoring in biological science,
enjoyed learning about the history
of the SJSU in a mock game of
Jeopardy, but the most important
part of the orientation was the tour
of the campus.
"The tour was helpful," he said.
"I have only been here once."
David Bess, a undeclared freshman, said even though he had seen
the campus many times before, he
thought the orientation was appropriate.
"Its just a nice thing to do to
welcome us," he said.

DavidBitton/Daily Skiff

A Practical

Seminar on International
Sourcing and Importing

Saturday,

Sept 8: 9am-4pm
SJSU Student Union, Almaden Room
Cost: $60.00; $50.00 wistudent ID
To Register, contact PJM Consulting

"I think (the VTA program) is a
good idea in principle, and I think the
university certainly means well with
that," said Peter Lowenberg, a linguistics and language development professor. "But most students at San Jose
State are also working and taking care
of families, and they don’t have a lot
of time to make a connection on public transportation."
Lowenberg, who has been teaching at SJSU for 10 years, said even
faculty members face problems when
it comes to parking.
"Even for faculty, if you get here
... after I I o’clock in the morning, it’s
hard to get parking," he said. "But I
think the real problem is for the students. It’s terrible, and I’m kind of
disappointed that the university is
embarking on all these big, potentially moneymaking projects, construction projects, and once again the students are getting squeezed out."
The Office of Traffic and Parking
Operations of the University Police
Department wants to "help make
parking as painless as possible,"
according to its Web site. It has introduced [educed rates. $1 per day, for
students using the Park & Ride Lot

and also offers a free shuttle to transport students between the campus and
the lot.
In addition, for the first two weeks
of the semester, students can use the
Park & Ride Lot for free.
And if that lot is full, as it usually
is during the beginning of the semester, according to Sgt. John Laws of
UPD, students are directed to the
Municipal Lot, which is located on
Alma Avenue near the Ice Centre of
San Jose.
But getting to campus as early as
possible may be students’ best bet to
finding parking in time for their morning classes.
That, and hoping their professors
are as understanding as Lowenberg
when it comes to their parking woes.
"My students always come in late.
and I always believe them when they
say that they couldn’t park," he said.
"I don’t know how you do it because
I see them waiting on every floor of
10th Street garage like vultures, just
waiting for somebody to get in their
car. And I’m able to pull into my faculty space ... this (seems) really
unfair to me."
Nevertheless, Laws has simple
advice for students: "Come early.
come prepared and have a plan."
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decreasing number of transfer students, but is thrilled
about the increase in freshman.
During the summer, Caret was given his six -year
review by the California State University system.
His review came back positive, but Caret said the
results actually reflect the effort the faculty and staff members have put forth.
As the university heads into the first academic year of
the new millennium, Caret said he envisions a campus that
has many changes.
First he spoke of new faculty offices and housing.
The university has purchased four historical houses in
the vicinity of the SJSU campus, including one that was
allegedly owned by ex-SJSU professor Morris Dailey, to
be used in the future for faculty housing.
Caret also said there is a need for more faculty offices,
and the university plans on looking at empty areas where
they could possibly add offices.
If we have to move some stuff off campus so that we
can have the offices here, then we will look into it, he said.
As for the future face of the campus, Caret said the
mixed-use project is on the shelf right now because of the
economy. He also said he would not rule out the possibility of the addition of the Bay Area Rapid Transit to the campus.
On an academic note, Caret hopes to have a new freshman course in place by the Fall of 2003. The course would
be set up so that freshmen would get to know the campus
better, learn how to become more involved in school -related activities and become a successful students.
During the summer, there was some question as to
whether SJSU would cut some athletic programs, but Caret
set the record straight saying that nothing will be eliminated, but if there continues to be budget problems in the
future, the University may have to take a look at that
option.
Bob Cooper, associate dean in social sciences, said the
speech was inspirational and it noted that Caret’s vision of
the future campus was enlightening.
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Nearly 24 hours after delivering his welcome speech to
faculty and staff members, the President greeted students
at the Event Center.
Students and family members were welcomed with the
sweet sound of The Mariachi Ensemble as they entered the
Event Center.
During Caret’s welcoming speech, he told students to
think of their professors as mentors rather than their boss.
es.
As part of the program, Provost Marshall Goodman and
Vice President for Student Affairs Monica F. Rascoe
spoke.
Goodman warned students of the parking problem on
campus telling them they are not guaranteed a spot, while
Rascoe recognized students who excelled in academics as
well as sports.

continued from Page I

IMPORTING INTO THE U.S.

blame for lack of pay raises

Student Convocation

PARKING: Best advice: come early
Hindu
pilgrimage
ends in
California
NORWALK. Cala. (AP) ’the
first worldwide Hindu pilgrimage in a
century ended its U.S. portion in
Norwalk on Sunday with about 2.000
people attending events at Sanatan
Dharm Mandir Temple. organizers
said.
The pilgrimage began in India on
Aug. 15, the day marking India’s
independence from Great Britain, and
featured motivational speeches by
technology entrepreneur B.K. Modi,
considered "the Bill Gates of India,"
and inspirational talks by Swami
Chidananda Saraswati Munji, Swami
Jagadguru Sankaracharya Divyanand
Teedh, and Swami Sadvi Ritambhara,
said Beata Gutman.
"The purpose of pilgrimage is to
bring a greater understanding and
awareness of Hinduism. and its message of peace and nonviolence."
The pilgrimage also stopped in
Washington, D.C., Miami. Atlanta,
and Chicago, and will continue next
to London, Gutman said.
A procession that included chants,
devotional music and the swamis
dropping flower petals preceded talks
in which leaders spoke of religious
diversity and finding solace, and the
world as one family. Gutman said.
Some of the speeches were in
Hindi, others in English.
There are approximately I billion
Hindus in the world and 25 million in
the United States, said Gutman.
Hinduism is the third -largest religion
in the world. Christianity is the largest
religion, followed by the Muslim
faith.
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Weight off his shoulders
Spartan star running back Deonce Whitaker
withstands 35 -unit class load to play again
By Mike Oseguede
DAILY SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Deonce Whitaker was on the
loose.
The Spartans’ star running
back weaved through the Simpkins Stadium Center on Friday
as if it were a football field.
He dodged plants and signs.
He turned corners. And at the bat
of an eyelash, he took off down a
hallway.
Tucked underneath his arm
wasn’t a ball, as is usually the
case. There were books and, most
importantly, the final essay he
needed to finish in order to graduate and be eligible for another
football season.
He had two hours before his
essay was due, and he moving
around frantically, trying o find
a place to work.
"What’s going on in here,"
Whitaker said, peering in
between two double doors, only to
find a meeting for the department of foreign languages.
In his mind, the words new
head coach Fitz Hill said to him
last spring at the graduation ceremony were probably echoing:
"Finish. It’s the fourth quarter."
Or maybe it was encouragement from his girlfriend, Mary
Tourtlotte, that he heard: "You
have to do it."
Or perhaps he was imagining
the smile that would be on his
mother’s face when his diploma
from San Jose State University
arrived in the mail.
Whitaker came to SJSU as a
Prop 48 athlete, which meant he
had to sit out his freshman year
in order to get his grades up. Last
year the NCAA ruled that Prop
48 athletes could regain that year
of eligibility by graduating in four
years.

That was when the scramble
began. Whitaker took 35 units
23 in the spring semester and 12
in summer school in order to
earn his degree and another year
in the Spartan backfield.
In football terms, this was
fourth-down and one-yard to go.
So close, yet it was so important.
After many papers, even more
classes and countless late nights,
it all came to end Friday. He finished his paper, turned it in by 4
p.m. and was on the practice field
that night.
"I’m stoked," he said. "I’m
happy.
"A lot of the time I got burned
out. The coaches could see it.
Friends could see it. Now I look
around me. I get my diploma.
That’s a lot. In my family I’m the
first to graduate. I’ll make my
mom proud she’ll get it in the
mail. My pops is proud."
Now that he has finished his
classes and has graduated, he
only waits for final certification
from Charles Whitcomb, SJSU’s
faculty representative for athletics, saying that he is eligible.
Already the school’s all-time
leading rusher, Whitaker is looking to his numbers from last season. He was fourth in the nation
with 1,577 yards rushing and led
the country with 7.0 yards per
carry.
"I’m glad it’s over right now,"
he said. "It’s stress relief. Now I
can start paying attention to football."

Full Speed Ahead
On the football field, Whitaker
never does anything at anything
less than high-speed.
When he was the kick returner as a sophomore in 1998, he set
NCAA records. When he became
the primary weapon at running

back in 1999, he went on to have
13 games of 100-plus yards.
And all of this despite being 5foot-6 and weighing 185 pounds.
So when it came to school,
nothing less than high-speed
would work.
His 23-unit semester consisted
mostly of work in his major of
sociology. During the summer, he
had to finish English lA and 1B,
an upper GE course and his final
sociology class.
"I feel confident that he will
complete it," said Hill, the firstyear coach, as Whitaker worked
on his final essay "He got himself
into that situation to be successful. Many people wouldn’t be in
that situation."
Because of his schoolwork,
Whitaker only made a handful of
practices during this summer’s
camp. Most days he was up at 7
a.m. for classes and was there
until 12:30 p.m. When possible,
he woul I run and lift weights, but
oftentimes homework called.
"He was always working on his
papers," said Tourtlotte, his girlfriend. "It was a grueling process.
He wasn’t home very much at all.
And he wasn’t at practice.
"He’ll get up in the morning
and work on his papers and then
he’ll go to his classes and see his
teachers. He’s gone all day, running around everywhere, making
sure everything is taken care of"
And while it’s common practice to see Whitaker dragging
defenders all over the field, there
were times when his class load
was dragging him down.
"I had classes every day," he
said. "I remember one day I had
four papers due all on the same
day. All of them were over four
pages. I was like ’Man, give me a

David Hilton / Daily Staff

Standing 5-foot-6-inches tall, *nior running back Deonce Whitaker hopes to carry the San
Jose State University football team li his shoulders and into a bowl game at the season’s end.
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Morales, Walker leave SJSU
to seek better opportunities
By D.S. Perez
DA II V SPORTS EDITOR

Two head coaching positions
at San Jose State University
were vacated this summer, as
gymnastics coach Jackie Walker
announced her retirement and
women’s swimming and diving
coach Pablo Morales left for the
University of Nebraska.
According to Senior Associate
Athletics Director Carolyn Lewis,
the university is in the process of
finding interim coaches for next
season.
The coaches could be named as
early as today, she said, and a
nationwide search for permanent
coaches for both teams is scheduled to start in January.
Both coaches left SJSU to pursue greater opportunities, Lewis
said.
Morales, Lewis said, had been
courted by Nebraska and was
given "an offer he couldn’t refuse"
to coach that university’s
women’s swimming and diving
team.
"(Nebraska) has a high-profile,
heavily financed athletics program," Lewis said. "Very few
schools could have countered
what Nebraska offered him."
Morales coached the swimming and diving team at SJSU

for the past three years. The twotime Olympic gold medalist and
National Collegiate Athletics
Association swimming legend
earned Western Athletic Conference Coach-of-the-Year honors in
2000.
Morales could not be reached
for comment.
Walker, 52, said she wanted to
pursue a career in sports administration and has applied to several colleges and universities.
After 17 years of guiding the
Spartan women’s gymnastics
team, her employment at SJSU
ends Friday.
"The first year I coached here,
I said if the team improved, I’d
stay on," Walker said. "The team
continued to improve slowly each
year ... we got better."
Walker added that attendance
also picked up from 150 people
when she started, to 375 people
for a home meet last year - small,
but significant when operating a
program in the shadow of Pac-10
gymnastics powerhouses.
"It’s a little bit scary to leave
where you’ve been so comfortable
the past several years," Walker
said. "It’s also sad to leave after
such a great year. But I’ve been a
coach for 25 years, and my career
needs to move on. If I continue
coaching, eventually there won’t

WN

9

Dancers

be an opportunity."
Lewis said she understood
Walker’s dilemma.
"It’s very difficult to do anything while coaching," Lewis said.
"Coordinating practices, recruiting, organizing ... it’s more than a
full-time job."
Walker is leaving the program
on a high note. Last year, the
Spartans had three athletes
Dani Albright, Kim Cianci and
qualify for the
Shirts Choy
NCAA West Regionals at UCLA,
the team upset the University of
Arizona and the team set records
in every event except the balance
beam.
Walker said the performances
at the regionals have led to an
increase in interest in the SJSU
program, especially from Southern California.
Walker also said her departure
had nothing to do with the athletic department’s budget problems that threatened the team
this season, saying her retirement and the financial issues
were coincidental in timing.
"It delayed my intent to
announce my retirement," Walker
said, adding that she stayed
around to make sure the program
was stable enough for her successor before announcing her deci
sion to retire.
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(Room 150 in the Music Building)
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SPARTAN
FOOTBALL
PREVIEW
2 0 0 1
OVERVIEW

Spartans (7-5, 5-3 in the
The
Western Athletic Conference
a year ago) are in their first
year under new head coach Fitz Hill
and are looking for their second
straight winning season since the
1989-1991.
With 16 seniors returning the
Spartans are experienced on both
sides of the ball. Telback Deonce
01Whitaker is back as
ior and is joined ii ie backfield by
halfback Jarmar Ju ken. as the Spartans take on a two-back format Mai
combines Whitaker s speed and
Julien s power. Junior quarterback
Marcus Arroyo is the starter and has
many targets in seniors Casey Le
Blanc, Edell Shepherd and Rashied
Davis.
On defense, the Spartans return
a strong secondary headed by A 11WAC selection Alex Wallace at cornerback. The linebacking corps of
Alvin Dean, Patrick Battle and Luke
La Hen-an is also experienced and
should be strong.
The defensive line will be key as
the Spartans hope to improve their
run defense. After losing three
starters on the defensive line, the
team is still returning with three seniors, all who have game experience.
The kicking game remains the same
with Michael Carr and Nick Gilliam
as returning starters.

SCHEDULE
Sept. 1
Sept. 8
Sept. 15
Sept. 22
Sept. 29
Oct. 6
Oct
Oct. 20
Oct. 27
Nov. 3
Nov. 17
Nov. 23

@ USC
3:30 p.m.
@ Colorado
1:30 p.m.
Stanford
6 p.m.
Nevada
6 p.m.
@ Arizona State
7 p.m.
@ Louisiana Tech 6 p.m.
SMU *
2 p.m.
@ UTEP
7:05 p.m.
Tulsa
2 p.m.
@ Hawaii
6 p.m.
@ Boise State
1:05 p.m
@ Fresno State
4 p.m

indicates homecoming
home games in hold

A YEAR AGO...
Sept. 2
Sept. 9
Sept. 16
Sept. 23
Sept. 30
Oct. 7
Oct. 14
Oct. 21
Oct. 28
Nov. 4
Nov. 18
Nov. 25

SPORT
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@ Nebraska
@ Stanford
Southern Utah
@ USC
Rice
@ SMU
U’TEP
@ Nevada
@ Hawai i
TCU
@ Tulsa
Fresno State

49-13(L)
40-27 (W)
47-7 (W)
34-24 (L)
29-16(W)
35.10(W)
47-30(L)
49-30 (3 I
57-48

SJSU prepares for start of Hill era
Et) Mit, usegueda
PAIIN

WRI1FR

When Fitz Hill was named San
Jose State University’s head
coach, he was clear about one
thing: His team was going to stop
the run.
At the time, he’d never coached
a down at SJSU, but now, only five
days before the Spartans kick off
their 2001 season Saturday
against the University of Southern California, Hill still hasn’t
changed his philosophy or backed
down on his word.
"If we have to put me in the
game, we’re going to stop the run,"
Hill said.
It’s an example of how different
things are in the Fitz Hill era.
"In comparison to the last years
I’ve been here, it’s night and day;"
said senior wide receiver Casey Le
Blanc.
The difference in coaching is
even apparent to running back
Deonte Whitaker, who has missed
most of the summer trying to finish up his final classes.
"They brought the fun back in
it," Whitaker said. "They brought
that kid feeling, loving the game.
It’s not that much of a job anymore. You’re out there having fun."
At the same time, more than in
years past, eyes are on SJSU football.
There’s Hill, whose phone rings
constantly for interview requests.
He was profiled on ABC’s "Nightline" last week.
There’s Whitaker, one of the top
backs in the country and a candidate for the Heisman Trophy.
There’s Neil Parry, who is
attempting to come back to football after having a portion of his
right leg amputated after an
injury last year.
"There’s a lot more media out
here this year a lot more collars;
said Chris Fe’esago, an offensive
lineman who is getting attention
in his own right, as a candidate for
the Outland Trophy (given to the
top interior lineman) and the
Lombardi Award (given to the top
lineman or linebacker).
Still, Hill contends the Spartans remained focused on what
has to be done on the field.
"We understand our identity,"
Hill said. "We know that one man
can’t be this football team. We’re a
team."
That identity this year is a
team that could potentially be
very dangerous offensively. With
Whitaker, who was fourth in the
nation in rushing last season,
returning and three senior
receivers also back, the Spartans
have numerous weapons for quarterback Marcus Arroyo to use.
And Arroyo, now a junior with a
year of experience under his belt,

David Batton / Daily Staff

A trio of quarterbacks go back to pass during a recent practice at the Spartan football practice field. The team opens its
is going into this season as the expect a lot of wins this year. We

uncontested No. 1 starter for the
first time in his career at SJSU.
"His play last year was sometimes sporadic," Hill said. "But
having that year under the belt,
I’ve seen quarterbacks play very,
very well. I’m expecting him to."
Adding to the weaponry is the
use of a two-back offense, which
Hill says will be seen at times.
Whitaker will be joined by Jarmar
Julien to create a combination of
speed and power.
"It’s a threat for any team that
comes against us," Whitaker said:
"They can’t just key on me."
Protecting Arroyo and .the
backfield is a seasoned offensive
line, anchored by Fe’esago and
center Bruno Contreras, each with
three years experience..
,
The Spartans return a total of
16 seniors and, according to Fe’esago, that will translate into success.
"The hardest part is learning
how to piuy with each other, and
we already got that," he said. "I

IF611.11114PuilligC710 sCID
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’s-17 (L)

DEPTH CHART
OFFENSE

WR-Casey Le Blanc, Edell Shepherd
LT-Jelani Hawkins, LaMons Walk
er
LG-Chris Fe esago, Charley
Dehoney
C-Bruno Contreras, Charley
Dehoney
RG-Joel Tautuaa, Joseph Hayes
RT-Tim Provost, Lemons Walker
TE-George Campos, Ethan Allen
QB-Marcus Arroyo, Clint Carlsoil
HB-Jarmar Julien, Mike Liranzo
TB-Deonce Whitaker, Jarmar Julie!
WR-Charles Pauley, Rashied Da%

DEFENSE

DE-Kevin Michaelis, Chip Kimmich
DT-Brandon Miles, Damurius
Richardson
DT-Larry Dawson, Mike Beams
DE-David Coats, Stephen Nash
LB-Alvin Dean, Onyeka Ossai
LB-Luke La Herran, Brandon Lam
beet
LB-Patrick Battle, Michael Smith
LC-Alex Wallace, Alfred Dun
RC -Willie Adams, Jemiain Cooper
SS-Melvin Cook, Brian Foreman
FS-Larry Thompson, Shaun Fletcher
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Kaplan
gets you in.
Liw School Business School Graduate School
Medical School Dental School

shouldn’t lose. We’ll only lose if we
beat ourselves like we did a lot
last year"
Lingering from last year is a
number that haunts the defense:
"114," said defensive tackle Larry
Dawson. "I won’t forget it."
The number represents where
the Spartans ranked nationally in
defense last year.
"It’ll be nothing like last year,"
Dawson said.
This year the defense has three
simple goals: Stop the run. No big
plays. No penalties.
"If you could just take out two
plays, we would have 150 yards

season against the University of Southern California on Saturday in Los Angeles.
less against us," said defensive
end Kevin Michaelis. "Big plays
just killed us."
With its confidence renewed,
the defense will try to eliminate
its ghosts and that looming
number.
"Everybody has said we’re the
weak link of our team," Michaelis
said. "But this year, we want to be
the strong link."
Dawson has heard whispers,
too.
"’They got a great offense, but
no defense,’ " he recalls hearing.
This year not much has
changed in schemes, but the difference, free safety Larry Thomp-

son said, is attitude.
"Last year if you weren’t playing, you were just watching,"
Thompson said. "But this year,
everybody is into it."
There’s one thing that offense
and defense alike are looking forward to. And it’s not the media
attention. It’s wins.
"What Pm looking for is for people to watch because we’re a good
football team, not anything else,"
Le Blanc said. "That’s how we’re
going to get people in the stands victories. Now people are
expecting us to win games, and we
expect that out of ourselves as
well."

SPARTAN BOOKSTORE_
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We offer excellent student
benefits, employee
discounts, and flexible
scheduling.
We are always looking for
friendly and courteous
people to join the Spartan
Bookstore team.

Classes start soon!
GRE September 4
GMAT - September 5
LSAT - September 9
DAT - September 30

Call 1,800-KAP-TEST or visit
kaptest.com to enroll today!

Test prep, admissions and guidance. For life.

For more information,
please apply in the main
office on the lower level or
online at spartanshops.com

JOIN OUR TEAM

SPECIAL TEAMS

P-Michael Carr, Bryce Partridge
K-Nick Gilliam, Michael Can
H-Clint Carlson
PR-Alex Wallace, Charles Paule
KR-Casey Le Blanc, Deonce
Whitaker
S-George Campos

AFFORDABLE HEALTH INSURANCE.
EVEN ON YOUR BUDGET.

TICKETS

Tickets are available free of charge
to the first 5,000 students who show
a valid Tower Card at the ticket
office at the Alan B. Simpkins Athletic Administration Building located
at Seventh and Alma streets, next to
the Park and Ride Lot.
For further ticket infomiation called
1405)924-S1TX.

1.1

eHealthInsurance.com can help find a plan that’s exactly right for you and
your budget. With a wide selection of leading health insurance companies to
choose from, It’s easy to compare plan benefits and prices. For everything you
need to know about health insurance visit www.eHealthInturanCO.CeM today.

eHealthInsurance.com
YOUR ULTIMATE RESOURCE FOR HEALTH INSURANCE
oNenRhIneurance SorvIces, Inc CA licen5e AOC64AA

tore SpartanBookstoreSpartanBookstor
It’s your campus.

WE’RE YOUR
BOOKSTORE.
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DEONCE: Running back perseveres in attempt
to secure a bowl berth, Heisman in his final season
cominued from Page 1

around college football that has him as a
sleeper candidate for the Heisman Trophy.
break.’ It never ends. You know how some
"It was like I was a senior in high school
people have the chance to go home early all over again," Whitaker said. "It could
during finals? I was there until the end. determine my whole life. All in two hours.
Most of the time I was up late at night, The hardest part was waiting. I didn’t hear
typing up papers and trying to get them back from them for two weeks, and I’m sitdone."
ting there stressing."
Most of the time, his girlfriend was up
And waiting. And watching. He got a
late with him, by his side.
good enough to keep going, but he was still
"You have to do it. You don’t have any being pulled away from the one thing that
choice," Tourtlotte would say.
meant the most to him: football.
"I’m tired of this," Whitaker would say. "I
In a way, it was like his freshman year
don’t want to do this anymore. I’m done all over again. When he had to sit out.
with this paper."
When he couldn’t even practice. When he
Most of the time, he wouldn’t even be would show up to practice in street clothes,
halfway done with his papers.
just itching to get on the field.
Even though he would say it," TourtAnd here he was four years later, one of
lotte said, *he’d never move from that the best running backs in the country, just
chair."
watching.
"I’d come out to the practice field and I
Visions of his past
really wanted to go out there and practice
As he opened his test booklet on July 26, for the team," Whitaker said. "I went out
Whitaker saw his past flash in front of his there and saw all the guys in uniform
eyes.
ready to play. And it hit me. The adrenaline
This was his English IA final, an essay hit me. It’s game time.
test that is universal for anyone taking the
"The hardest part was just looking
class. But in his mind it was the SAT, around, watching the quarterback drop
again.
back and handoff to the running back. I see
The same test that gave him troubles in holes opening up and I say, ’I wish I was
his high school years in Rancho Cucamon- running through that.’"
ga. There, he mastered the running back
Now he gets his chance. Whitaker will
position, scoring 104 touchdowns. But he enroll in some classes to start his second
couldn’t master the SAT.
degree in child development and anchor
He was 10 points short of not having to the offense as a fifth-year senior.
be a Prop 48 athlete, 10 points short of not
He’ll do his best to live up to the Heishaving to sit out a year.
man hype. He’ll try to stay injury free for
But this test was the biggest obstacle on the first time in his SJSU career. And he’ll
his road to graduation.
try to help get the Spartans to a bowl
If he didn’t pass, nothing else mattered. game.
Not the past semester. Not the rushing
Because now he gets to run through
records. Not the touchdowns. Not the buzz more than just the stadium center. He gets
run through defensive lines. He won’t be
Senior tailback Deonce Whitaker goes to
dodging doors and signs, he’ll be dodging
up high for a pass during a recent practice. linebackers.
Whitaker is expected to lead the Spartan
And it isn’t fourth-and-one anymore.
It’s first down-and-10. And there’s no
football team in rushing yards and contend
one better to give the ball to in that situafor the Heisman Trophy.
tion than Deonce Whitaker.
David Bitton / Daily Staff

FAX: 408-924-3282
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products
or services advertised below
nor is there any guarantee
implied. The classified
columns of the Spartan Daily
consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not
approved or verified by the
newspaper.

EMPLOYMENT
General
CUSTOMER SERVICE / SALES
Immediate positions available.
in busy year-round swimming
school. AM / PM / Weekdays /
Saturday positions available.
Must have strong computer skills
& excellent telephone personality.
Complimentary Athletic Club
membership included. Apply at
AVAC Swim School,
5400 Camden Ave. SJ, 95124.
408-445-4917
Now interviewing!! Call today!!
$35-$85/HR! Wear costume R
events 4 kids. S Bay + SE FUN! Must
have car, be avail wknds. No exp
req’d WIt train. Call 831-457-8166.
BICYCLE MESSENGERS
Looking for your not so traditional
bike messengers. You don’t
need experience well train you.
You will need a bike, lock,
helmet & common sense. All
welcome to appy for this fun,
flexible, outdoors job. Apply in
person at Inner City Express
22 W. Saint John St. San Jose.
Cross street is N. First.
ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY
Student Friendly - Training
All Shifts Open - Grave Bonus
Call Now. 408-247-4827
TELEMARKETING part/lull-brie
Newspaper subscriptions. Near
SJSU. Hourly+Commission. Call
408-494-0200 gam-9pm. Assist.
Management position also avail.
ASIAN AMERICANS FOR
COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
Located in San Jose, we are a
growing community based
nonprofit established in 1973.
As a multi service agency, our
diverse services include
language & culturally -proficient
mental health services, senior
services, youth services,
a primary care health clinic
and a domestic violence
prevention/education program.
We are hiring for the following
FT/ PT positions:
Mental Health Counselors:
Provide direct mental health
rehabilitiation services to
agency’s clients.
Requirements: BA/MA in
behavioral sciences or related
field, fluent In vietnamese

a plus.

Youth Counselors:
Provide counseling assistance
to youths. Requirements:
BA/BS is behavioral sciences
or equivalent experience
Family Advocates Domestic
Violence Program:
Provide counseling and
guidance at emergency
shelter for battered women
Requirements: BA/BS in
behavioral sciences or
equivalent experience
Volunteers Always Needed!
Send resumes to
AACI
Human Resources
2400 Moorpark Ave. 4300
San Jose, CA 95128
Fax: (408) 975-2745
Email: roland.acupidoeaaci org

CE
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TEACH DRIVING - Good Pay,
Fun Job. Work when you want.
Car & training provided. Must be
over 21 & HS grad. 408-971-7557

EMPLOYMENT
Childcare/nannies

DAYCARE TEACHERS. K-8
HEAD TEACHERS
SUBSTITUTE
school seeks responsible indiRECREATION LEADERS
TEACHERS I AIDES
viduals for extended daycare,
I / 7/ P & SCHOOL-AGE
Join the Small World Schools
P/T in the afternoon. No ECE
For a High-Quality,
team as a Substitute Teacheri
units required. Previous experiNon-Profit Organization.
Rec Leader & enjoy the flexibility
CHILDREN’S Theater Workshop ence with children preferred.
We want YOU -an enthusiastic. CHILD CARE/NANNY PT & FT you need. Small World Schools
needs leaders-we train.
Please call 244-1968)1 16.
energetic individual to complete Established Los Gatos agency is looking for students wanting
seeks warm, caring students to work with children in our
1-10 hours per week.
our team!
for part and full time
Reliable transportation needed. *TEACHERS INSTRUCTORS
Come play, learn & earn $$$
before and after school care
nanny positions
P/T Instructors Elem. Schools. while you attend morning or
Good Pay.
programs. As a substitute you
We
list only the best jobs!
Degree/Credential NOT Required. evening classes! Palo Alto
Must have expenence
can choose which days you’re
--working with.children.
- -Opportunity.. for .4eaching asp. Community Child Care, voted Hours flexible around school available for work. The only
from 15 hrs/wk to full time.
Call Carol 408-265-5096.
Need Car. VM: (408) 287-4170 "Best Child Care in Palo Alto"
requirement is your desire
$15-$18/HR
Fax resumes to 408-265-8342. ext. 408. EOE/AAE
operates 18 programs in Palo
to work with children ages
Alto. Accredited Programs. STANFORD PARK NANNIES 5 through 12 years in a fun
408-395-3043
ACTION DAY NURSERIES / PT or FT, or create your own
DELIVERY DRIVERS
recreation type atmosphere
www.spnannies.com
Party rental business. Perfect PRIMARY PLUS seeking Infant. schedule of hours and days as a
Call 408-283-9200 today for an
for Students! Earn $250 eve Toddler & Preschool Teachers Substitute at our 18 centers.
interview,or
fax your resume
NANNY JOBS
weekend! Must have reliable & Aides. Fir & P/T positions
12+ ECE req. BA,BS in relatto 408-283-9201.
truck or van. Heavy lifting is available. Substitute positions ed field OK in lieu of ECE for Part-time mornings/afternoons!
$15- $20/hour.
required. 408-292-7876.
are also available that offer school -age teachers. $11+/hr.,
RECREATION LEADER, City of
flexible hours. ECE units are depending on exp., plus full .2-3 full days per week:
San Jose, $12.05 hr. starting
$300 - $600/week.
For Part -Time and
required for Teacher positions benefits at 20 hours/week:
Rewarding job for someone who
Full -Time Positions, call but not req. for Aide positions. Medical, Acupuncture/Chiro., ’Full-time up to $3500/month. enjoys working with youth Here’s
HALLMARK PERSONNEL Excellent opportunity for Child Dental, Vision, Ins. (employer- South Bay, Peninsula, & East Bay your opportunity to make a differNO FEE TO REGISTER!!!
Staffing Silicon Valley since 1983 Development majors. Please paid) 11 Holidays 10 days of
ence in a child s life, seeking
Office jobs in local companies call Cathy for an interview at Vac: 15 days 3rd & 4th yrs; 20 Call Town & Country Resources candidates w/leadership, organi1-888-772-3999
Students/grads/career change 408-244-1968 or fax resume to days at 5+yrs. 12 days Sick
zation & problem solving skills to
WWW.TANOCR.COM
Temp/Temp-to-Hire/Direct Hire 408-248-7350.
implement exciting after school
Tuition Reimb. Retirement Plan Sunnyvale to Redwood City
programs. Hours: M-F afternoons
Monthly Staff Training. Special
TEACHERS. SUBS
Phone: (650) 320-9698
and Sat. momings. Candidates
Rate for Employee Child Care.
AND
Fax: (650) 320-9688
must have a high school diploma
Call (650) 493-2361 for appliwww.hallmarkpersonnel.com
RECREATION LEADERS
or equiv. & pass a background
cation information or fax resume
Enjoy working with kids-) Join to (650) 493-0936. Visit us at
check before starting their work
the team at Small World www.paccc.com. EDE.
assignment. For more informaNOW HIRING RECREATION tion contact the Hiring Unit
Schools, get great experience
Leaders, $9 -$12/hr. flex hours. 979-7826 or download CD
WORKING WITH CHILDREN
AGES 5-12 years in our before
http://jobs.cityotsj.org.
th e L os G a t os S ara t oga area
and after school rec. programs.
Contact Laurie Boswell (4 408.
INSTRUCTIONAL AIDES
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS
354-8700 x224
Special Ed & Regular Class, offers competitve pay. health
$10.86-$15.43/hr. Saratoga Sch. benefits for 30 + hrs, excellent TUTORS, Middle School AVID
Dist. Call 867-3424 x504 for info training, and a fun work environ- program. $18/hr, 2-3 hrs/wk, all KIDS...WATER...FUN! EDITOR/ TUTOR: proofreading,
& application. Immediate Need. ment. We can often offer flexible subjects. Lois or Anne: 535-6277. Now hiring teachers for year- rewriting, help with writing and
round swim program in our organizing. Tutoring in English.
hours around your school
CHILDCARE TEACHER for schedule. This is a great job for EXP TUTORS NEEDED now for state-of-the-art indoor facility. literature, writing. reading, &
quality recreation program serv- both men and women. Call all grades & subjects 1st thru High Experience a + or we will train math through beginning algebra.
ing 2-12 year olds. Must enjoy 408-283-9200, ext. 10 or fax School. Mon. thru Fn. 3pm-8pm. you! AM, PM, Weekday & www.tutoringandediting.com
leading art, games and group resume to 408-283-9201. You Paying $1000+ cash monthly. Saturday positions available. 925-399-5098
Complimentary athletic club
activities. Flexible hours, days, will need at least 6 units in ECE, Call Ms. Scotti 408-255-5247.
membership included. Apply at New Smile Choice Dental Plan
eves & weekends. PT/FT. Team art, recreation, music dance
AVAC Swim School
(includes cosmetic) $69 00 per
environment. Benefits available. phys ed. human services, social
ADVERTISE
5400 Camden Ave. Si 95124
year Save 30. - 60. For info
CD units preferred. Email welfare, nursing. psychology,
in The Spartan Daily
408-445-4916
call 1-800-655-3225 or
kidspark.com or FAX resume to sociology home economics, or
Classifieds,
Now Interviewing!! Call today"
www studentdental con, or
408-260-7366, or call 260-7929 elementary education.
www goldenwestdental corn
for an interview. KidsPark. Inc.

EMPLOYMENT
Recreation/Swim etc.

EMPLOYMENT
Education/schools

EMPLOYMENT
Tutoring

SERVICES

__, RATES FOR NATIONAL/AGENCY RATES CALL 408-924-3277
DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAI
Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.

UUQUUL1L1LIJULIQULQUIL-.11:-.11LIULIQULICIULUJUL:i
LIJLILILIJLICILILILILILILIQUIJULICQUULIULILT:ILIJ
EJLILILIUJLILIUULIDLILILILICILIJULJUDUIDUDJUIC:1
Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum
3 lines

One
Day
$5

Two
Days
$7

Three
Days
$9

Four
Days
$11

Name
Five

Days
$13

Rate increases $2 for each additional line per ad.
Rate increases $2 for each additional day
FREQUENCY DISCOUNTS’
20 + consecutive issues: receive 10. off
40, consecutive issues: receive 20,,
50 consecutive issues: receive 25‘:
Local rates apply to Santa Clara County advertisers
and SJSU Students, staff & faculty.
First line in bold for no extra charge up to 25 spaces
Additional words may be set in bold type at a per ad
charge of $3 per word

Address
City S SW.

/owe.

Phone

Send check or money order to: (No Credit Cards Accepted)
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jose State University
San Jose, CA 95192-0149
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall. Room 209
Deadline: 10:00 am two weekdays before publication
No refunds on canceled ads
All ads are prepaid
Rates for consecutive publication dales only
111 QUESTIONS? CALL (408) 924-3277

Please check
one classification:
_Lost and Found’ _ Rental Housing
announcements _Shared Housing
Campus Clubs _Real Estate
__Greek Messages _ Services
_ Health/Beauty
_Events
Sports/Thrills
_Volunteers
Insurance
For Sale
Entertainment
_Electronics
Travel
_Wanted
Tutoring
Employment
Word Processing
_Opportunities

SJSU STUDENT RATE: 25% OFF - Rate applies to private party ads on:/, no discount for other persons orIDbusinesses
REQUIRED
Ads must be placed in person in DB 209 from 10am to 3pm TUDENT
* Lost 11. Found ads are offered free as a ser /Ice to the campus community.
:ole
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DEONCE
WHITAKER
BY THE NUMBERS
CAREER RUSHING STATS

2000
No

Yards

Avg.

224

1,577

7.0

TD
15

1999
No

Yards

137

769

Avg.TD

5.4

10

1998
No.

Yards

Avg.

TD

133

719

5.4

7
TD
32

TOTAL
No.

Yards

Avg,

494

3,065

6.2

CAREER KICKOFF RETURNS

2000
No

Yards
151

6

Avg.

TD

25.2

1

1999
No.

Yards

Avg.

TD

14

396

28.3

1

1998
Yards

No.
51

1,214

Av.g

TD

0

23.8

PHN: 408-924-3277

WORD PROCESSING
PROFESSIONAL
WORD PROCESSING
Theses, Term Papers,
Group Projects. etc.
All formats, including APA.
Experienced. Dependable.
Ouick Return Call Linda
(408) 264-4504.
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
Quick Easy Cheap
Effective!

Certain advertisements in
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addresses for
additional
information.
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition, readers should
carefully investigate all firms
offering employment listings
or coupons for discount
vacations or merchandise.

Daily Crossword
1
5
10
14
15

ACROSS

Select the best
Heroic acts
Actor Newman
Theater award
Any Elvis
recording
16 Carpus neighbor
17 Type of horse
18 Geography class necessity
19 Give off (light)
20 Bamboo eaters
22 Avian spa’?
24 Decorous
25 Ferret
26 Jules Veme’s
captain
28 Pines (fort
32 Independence
Day item
35 Hawaiian strings
37 Eye doctor’s
concern
38 Charged atom
39 "Robinson
Crusoe" author
41 Teachers’ org
42 -Gunsmokestar
45 Jigger of
whiskey
46 Coarst file
47 Fluff. as hair
48 Freight rider
50 Chocolate
beans
54 Cash, e.g.
58 Giza structures
61 Baltimore
hitter
62 Big iumn
63 More
amiable
65 Yeats’ land
66 Roof part
67 - and desist
68 Puts
69 War god
0 Miffs
71 Dogwood, e.g.

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
SARAH
M.ORNIETSP
C.L.O.V.E
0,M 0,0
ZOOS
ALTAR
VAIN,
OMN I
MOOR
SIRLOIN
WA I.T.HE
SK I I ND
C.H.AS T.E
E NNU I
THE I .RIMA.R,C
GULL
L YE
S I M.P S 0 N
ILL
AR ID
F E , E NA .U.N T S
BODED
GROT TO
S L ICES
NESTLE
ANTACID
HULA
L I RAS
HAND
ECHO
AGEE
AMEN
A,N I TA
MAT
DEWS
OGOE N

I.

SyndiCale

DOWN
1 Esprit de -morale
2 Wolf-pack
member
3 Tarzan’s vine
4 Doing a
banking job
5 Mists
6 House addition
7 Sundried brick
8 Shinbone
9 Crystal gazers
10 Towns with
dwellings made
of 7 Down
11 Diva Gluck
12 History chapter
13 Thin strip of
wood
21 Humorist
George
23 Where to get a
Sub
25 Roused up
27 Facial
applications
29 Ship of 1492

30 Takes off
31 Finger
movement
32 Decree
33 Handed -down
Stones
34 Ballerina
Pavlova
36 Salamander
37 President’s no
40 - and aahs
43 Flees
44 Vein of coal
46 Most optimistic .
49 Soap purchase
51 SoMething easy
52 Goodbye
53 Author Wilde
55 More tender
56 Superior
57 On edge
58 Urgent appeal
592001, e g
60 Talk wildly
81 Natural

resources

64 Superlative
ending
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CopCuppat-tC0DIDT‘
offers these great

CD-R

CD -R

COOL BURN

700MB CDs
50 Pack

700L4B CDs
7.5 Pack

CD-R 74
6 Pack

lx-lbx Compatible

Ix-16x Compatible

Record up to 12x

$34.99 pk.

$19.99 pk.

$7.99

Cassette Tapes
tel 120 nun

.894 - $1.99

Z52 Inkjet
Color Printer
2400 x 1200 dpi
15 ppm
Only

$139.99
RUSSELL
HAMMERMILL

UNDER THE HOOD
PROMOTION

Copy Paper

$2.99

Special Sweatshirt Offer

D ESK

Assorted Colors

$30.97 ea.

MASTER LOCK

LAMPS

Assorted Colors

Assorted Styles

Assorted Variety

$3.99

$7.49 - $31.99

L .N

CALENDARS

Combination Lock

Great for Home or Office

$11.95 - $12.95

VES.

Join the Herd

3
IldeRliAPER

AMERICAN CENTURY

BESTSELLERS

C1::273

Dictionary & Thesaurus

l011

HI -LITER
Fluorescent
Markers

AMPAD
College Ruled
Filler Paper

Science Fiction,
Romance, &
More!

OGateway

coming soon...

$3.99 ea.

5-Pack Only

$2.99

$2.89

BAJOSE
UNIVERSITY

S

S U

S ISU

RUSSELL

Emblematic T-Shirts
Assorted Styles

SJSU Emblematic
Sweatshirts

$10.99 - $12.99

Assorted Styles
As Low As

Assorted Caps
Assorted Styles

$19.99

$14.99 - $21.99

COBY
Slimline Phone

Decorative
Flower Pot

Only

$22.99

1
Stp

Backpacks
Assorted Styles

SJSU

$19.99 -

S

$49.99

JSU

JANSPORT

Coffee Mugs

$9.99

sjsu

Assorted Styles

AIR ZUIT Backpack

$5.99 - $15.99

Carries Cell Phone/CD Player

Keychains
& Other Accessories

$1.99

NOTEBOOKS
MEAD

1 - 5 Subject
Assorted Colors

PLANNER
TEXAS INSTRUMENT

starting horn

$86.99-$119.99

2001- aCO2.
Atifire
AL4MAST
CALIINCAAROIVAAN I ter-

TI-83 PLUS
Graphing Calculator

2001-2002
August to August
Organizer

$99.99

$12.99

1 Subject
Notebooks

994 - $5.79

2 for 994

S JSU
SJSU Emblematic
Notebooks
- 5 stilled

ova gk

a
BATTERIES

IsNac

Assorted Sizes

$2.19 - $4.79

17

As Low As

ce

99C

37- Vv.tvlk
_t extisN5.

Vel":ee ,tove su

MAXELL

AT -A -GLANCE

VHS
Video Cassette

2001-2002
Weekly! Monthly
Planner

$1.99

Ain

$14.79

APPLE
Your life. To go.
The New iBook
APPLE

4.9 pounds, 1.3 inches, 5 -hour battery, 1024 -by -768
Ell display, 10GB Ultra ATA Hard Drive

FURNITURE

Starting at

Ready To Assemble
Home Furnishings
Great for Home, Dorm or Office!

$59.99 - $139.99

’IC

SJSU

Round Stic Ball Pens
10-pack
As.ui Blue or Ills

2001-2002
Academic
Planner

$1.99 pk.

$3.99

BINDERS

$1.89 - $4.49

$1249

SpartanBookstore
A Division of Spartan Shops
San lose State University
spartanshops.com

’ 111 drily, are limited if,

111111Illilts 011 111110

Prli es

and availability are subject to change -See Spartan Bookstore for additional sayings.

